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Thanks for inviting us here todayCovering three things:A rundown of RRCBrief review of Baseline ReportNext Steps





Technical assistance

Review of plans, processes, 
policies and practices

Planning and economic 
development

Business, talent, place

Certification
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In order to develop these vibrant places, we offer communities technical assistance.That is to say, we help communities identify ways in which they can improve their plans, streamline their processes and update their policies so they are consistent with the RRC Best Practices and they’re conducive to creating places where people want to live. The RRC program firmly believes, strong planning is the foundation for economic development.The image on the screen illustrates the Business Talent Place connection……Business talent and place are all interdependent. It’s a common notion that cities work to attract businesses and then talented workers follow. This is not necessarily the case. Nowadays moreso than ever, people are choosing where they want to live first and then finding jobs second. They are moving to places that offer them a quality lifestyle. Our certification process is a method of gauging which communities are ready to develop according to its residents values. 



Self-help

Partnerships 

Community Vision

Implementation

Proactivity

Transparency

Predictability

Efficiency

RRC Guiding Principles
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Run through the process
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Working with 188 communities across the state, varying sizes. (as of 1/8/2018)16 certified communities: Allegan, Boyne City (Master level MMS), Dearborn, Eastpointe, Escanaba, Ferndale, Kalamazoo, Lansing (MMS – Downtown and Old Town), Lathrup Village (Oakland County MS), Manistee, Marshall, Middleville, Muskegon, Roseville, Southfield, Ypsilanti (Associate level MMS)





1.1.1 1.1.2
N/A 1.1.3 1.1.4 1.2.1 1.2.2 1.2.3

2.1.1 2.1.2 2.1.3 2.1.4 2.1.5 2.1.6 2.1.7

2.1.8 3.1.1 3.1.2 3.1.3 3.1.4 3.1.5 3.1.6

3.1.7 3.1.8 3.1.9 3.2.1 3.2.2 4.1.1 4.1.2

4.2.1 4.2.2 4.2.3 4.2.4 5.1.1 5.1.2 5.1.3

5.1.4 5.1.5 5.1.6 6.1.1 6.1.2 6.2.1 6.2.2

EVALUATION SNAPSHOT
Rochester Hills has completed 68% of the RRC criteria and is 

in the process of completing another 29%.
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ALREADY MEETING OR EXCEEDING

Planning: The city is a strong example of how to successfully plan 
for both the community as a whole and also for subareas. The 
city is currently in the early stages of a 5-year review and update 
for the master plan.

Zoning: The city’s ordinance is forward thinking and embraces 
the type of mixed-use development that is a driving force behind 
the state’s economic recovery.

Priority Redevelopment Sites: The city actively identifies priority 
sites and works with owners to prepare and market them while 
being sensitive to unique characteristics of each situation.

Economic Development: The city has a strong understanding of 
its strengths for economic development and a plan in place to 
utilize those strengths for additional growth. 



MAKING GOOD PROGRESS

Public Participation: The city has a strong framework in place for public engagement and is working o 
document those activities for continuity and transparency.

Development Review Process: The city’s existing processes are strong and received high marks from 
developers. The RRC report recommends a handful of small updates to bring it into full alignment with 
best practices such as flowcharts, checklists and a customer feedback system.

Training, Education, and Communication: The city supports training and education for 
boards/commissions and staff but could have some stronger direction. The city is in the process of 
publishing its first planning commission annual report.

Marketing Strategy: The city’s 2012 economic development and marketing strategy is in need of an 
update to reflect actual activities occurring today.



MOVING FORWARD
City reviews report and, if desiring to continue with RRC, 
adopts resolution of intent to continue with RRC process.

City completes missing RRC criteria at its own pace based on 
capacity and resources. RRC Planner maintains 

communication and provides assistance as requested.

City provides quarterly updates to RRC program.

Upon completion of all criteria, city is certified 
as a Redevelopment Ready Community®.
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So what are the next steps?-30 days = resolution-Staff updates council, planning commission and others as needed-RRC planner assists as needed



RRC Working Group / Partnerships

MEDCOakland 
County 

City 
Staff
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Have to see the value in the 3rd party review, certification is the “Good Housekeeping” stamp of approvalOngoing partnership, continued support for RRC communities both working through the process and certifiedAlso, technical assistance available to communities who have received evaluation and passed resolution to move forward with recommendationsTA is flexible, projects that help communities move closer to certificationWith limited resources, both MEDC CD has committed to providing funding to communities that are engaged or certified as Redevelopment Ready
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